The Elevator Systems EMIS-One Elevator Monitor and Information System provides a concise single screen display tailored to lobby and in-car display systems.

When used with the Elevator Systems Network Gateway and unlimited number of EMIS-One systems can be deployed on a local area network.

The EMIS One display shows a single concise display of car position and state. EMIS One displays are customized for each system and can display a variety of information beyond elevator status including weather and community announcements. Displays can be provided with custom color and background images to integrate with building décor.

Where more detailed information is desired for “behind the scene” monitoring Elevator Systems offers a companion product, the EMIS-100 monitor which designed for detailed monitoring and performance reporting for systems from a single car, to a bank, a building, a campus, or a state.

In addition to elevator system information, EMIS-One can be configured to display custom text or information from external internet sources such as weather or news.

Elevator Systems monitoring systems are typically dedicated computers running Microsoft Windows and the ESI monitoring application. We have several models available suitable for different locations – sealed, fan less systems for machine room applications, desktop systems for use at a security desk or in the management office, and ultra-compact systems for wall mounted displays in the lobby or hallway.

In addition to the standard displays and reports, the EMIS-One keeps a detailed log of elevator events in a standard SQL database which can be use by ESI personnel to produce custom reports or help debug intermittent system gremlins.

The Elevator Systems Internet Gateway and EMIS monitoring systems are available in stock and customized configurations. If you have a need to connect to or monitor your elevator system, let’s talk and get it done.